
Mrs. Saveley’s 
Google Classroom





This is what a student sees when they click into my classroom.

Stream and Classwork are at the top for them.

Automatically goes to the Stream.



Assigning Work:











I can instantly assign or 
schedule the assignment 
for later.

I can select the students 
that will get each 
assignment.

I give point value to each 
assignment.  This particular 
assignment does not have 
a grade.

I can assign a due date, if 
this is a project that will 
take some time.

I can also assign a topic or 
content area for students to 
find the assignment under.



I can also insert an item from 
Curriculum Resources that our 
district has purchased.

Into Math
Mystery Science



Grading Work:





Grade Book right in Google Classroom:



Communicating with Students:





When I assign work
Copy for each student

This give each student the ability to change the document on their own.

I can communicate directly with students as they work.



I can use 
the private 
comments 
box.





My favorite way to 
communicate is this:





Mrs. Saveley’s Google 
Classroom:

Students work with each other



*Use can turn on the stream
 for students to post.

*Set up assignments for 
students to collaborate







Multiple students can be in the 
same assignment.  Each student 
is given a color and when they 
click on a text box their color 
shows up.



This image shows the bubble of each 
student.  You can all see who is working 
on which slide.







This slide shows 
everyone in the same 
slide.  We read the final 
stories together.



In addition to slides, I have used break out rooms in google meets 
for students to discuss ideas together.  Then they work on a project 
that has been given to them with editing rights as well.

Group work has been happening all year and in all content area.


